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Learn   -    Make    -    Present



Genius Hour is a personalized, passion 
driven project that allows students to 
learn based on their interests, and make 
a product based on their learning.

It encourages innovative thinking, 
problem solving and creativity in the 
classroom. The idea originated from 
Google’s 20% time they gave to engineers 
to work on pet projects. Products such as 
Gmail and Google News were creations 
from passionate employees during this 
creative time period.

What is Genius Hour?

Genius - from the Latin verb 
gignere meaning ‘to 
give birth or bring 
forth’ – which also 
happens to be the 
root of our word 
‘generate’

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkVX55aSAn4
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOksW_NabEk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faIFNkdq96U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-gQLqv9f4o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebtGRvP3ILg
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1. Choose a Topic: Pick 
something you want to 
learn about and make

 Creativity

2. Pitch your idea to 
the class

 Require

3. Research, learn and 
share your process

Time     &

4. Make and design 
your solution/product 
based on your learning

Purpose

5. Present in a 3-5 
minute TED talk style 
presentation



Choose a Topic

Students choose a topic to learn 
and what they are going to 

create/make/design

The topic should include their 
passion and have a purpose for 

making the product

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcmI5SSQLmE




The Pitch in 60 seconds 

Share with the class …

1. What you are going to learn 
and make

2. Why you chose this project
3. How you learn and make 

your project (what steps?)
4. How will you know if your 

project is a success?



Research & Learn
Can include but limited to...

...be sure to cite all sources!



Share your research & your design process

1. Share what you have learned
2. What steps you took/the process
3. What mistakes and challenges you faced.
4. Create a section just for failures

Have fun and try to share your work creatively

This can be in the form of a 
★ Podcast
★ Youtube video
★ blog post
★ twitter/instagram account

Document and Share



Make, Create, and Design

Design solutions and 
products

1. Should be based on research 
and what you have learned

2. Create a rough copy first (can be 
a sketch, collage, or any visual)

3.  Remember to document the 
process for others to learn from



Present Present your Work in a 3-5 
minute TED talk

1. Give an overview of the 
process

2. What the final product 
turned out to be

3. What you learned

4. Have fun and be creative with 
your presentation

5. Use multimedia when 
appropriate
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